ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective decision making (MODM) is the type of decision-making, which is helpful for decision maker in choosing the best solution from wide portfolio of possible solutions. Decision maker has to choose the criteria (objectives), according to which possible solutions are compared. Another task for decision maker is to define the importance (weight) of every criterion. Consequently, evaluation of every possible solution according to every criterion has to be realised as the last step necessary for definition of the complex multi-objective decision making task.
MODM problem described in this paper deals with looking for optimal configuration of assembly line model placed in Department of Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1 Assembly line model
This model consists from five posts. Within the production process, there are many overloads slowing down the production process and thus reducing the efficiency of the assembly line. Goal of this research paper was to find optimal configuration of this assembly line from defined portfolio (only alternatives respecting the space limitations were considered). Five simulation models of five different configurations were constructed in MATLAB/Simulink in order to simulate the behaviour of every configuration and to reach their quantitative parameters. Outputs of these models (final production time, time in queue on particular post etc.) were used as inputs into the multi-objective decision making process.
Within the MODM process, the experts' evaluation method was chosen for definition of criteria importance, while TOPSIS, ELECTRE III and AGREPREF methods were used for choosing the best assembly line configuration from defined portfolio.
Finding the optimal assembly line configuration is only one of the many application possibilities of MODM methods e.g. performance of clusters in Czech Republic was evaluated in [1] using methods AGREPREF, ELECTRE, PROMETHEE and MAPPAC. Solving environmental problems using these methods is also discussed in [2] . A review of MODM methods used for supplier evaluation and selection is the main theme in [3] . Usage of multiple-criteria decision making in assembly line field is presented in paper [4] , where goal programming and fuzzy goal programming methods are used for balancing the two-sided assembly line. In this chapter, methods for criteria choosing and evaluation of their importance are presented, as well as methods for solving multi-objective decision-making problems. Computational process of every method is presented, complemented by mathematical background of used methods.
Methods for criteria choosing and evaluation
This chapter sets out the method used for evaluation of importance of every criterion used in decision-making process.
There are many possibilities for evaluation of the criteria. Choosing the method depends on the number of experts involved in this process:
 One expert -Saaty's method  Group of experts -paired comparison method, ranking method, scoring method, experts' evaluation method [6] .
From this portfolio, experts' evaluation method was chosen due to its iterative process and the fact, that this method takes both evaluation of the criteria and relevance of particular expert's opinion into account. The importance (weight) of every criterion is subsequently used in the MODM process. The purpose of these methods is the enlargement of the weight's objectification, in other words, definition of criteria's weights, which would reflect the preferences of the decision maker in the best way.
The experts' evaluation method can be helpful in the selection of criteria important for decision-making process, as well as for their evaluation in terms of their relevance for the optimization or decision making process.
Experts' evaluation method
This method was chosen for evaluation of the importance of every criterion used in decision-making process. In the first phase, from a set of evaluation criteria, experts select the set of most important ones. The second stage is the assignment of weights to the criteria that have been selected in the previous step. Computational process of this method is described in details in [7] .
Firstly, experts assign weights to each criterion signifying their importance for decision-making. Thus, the k th expert assign the number 
to the j th criterion, where m is the number of criteria and the s is number of experts. Subsequently, the values of these weights are standardized, so the sum of the ratings of each expert evaluation equals 1. Standardization is performed on the basis of the formula
Values are used for creation of the T matrix -an array that represents an initial evaluation of criteria importance defined by every expert.
In the calculation it is assumed that the credibility value of each expert (h) is identical at the beginningequals 1, what can be defined as
Afterwards, an iterative process for the weights adjustments of individual criteria takes place. In the first step, mean of each column (evaluation of all experts for particular criterion) is calculated from T matrix (where n is the number of iterations) according to equation
The next step is standardization of the calculated mean values, for their sum being equal to one. This is defined as 
For further procedure it is necessary to calculate the difference between standardized means and the value of each expert's evaluation (matrix ). These offsets are subsequently used to calculate changes in the coefficient of credibility for each expert. Uncertainty of k th expert in n th iteration ( ) is determined by the relationship
Subsequently, the new credibility rate for k th expert ( ) is determined as
Elements are put on the great diagonal of the matrix (outside the main diagonal elements are equal to 0). This matrix will be used in calculating the new matrix for criteria evaluation -, where
Whole iterative process is repeated until the sum of deviations between calculated credibility coefficients in two successive iterations is less than a predetermined value ε, so until the condition (9) is fulfilled. 
Methods for multi-objective decision making
Multi-objective decision-making (MODM) methods are methods used for automation of decision-making process. This process is more objective than classic human decision-making, because it chooses the best solution from the feasible solutions for particular problem.
These methods are used in the design phase of optimizing the operation of production lines, where the selection of most suitable layout of assembly line's components is realized. During the process of MODM, many possible ways of assembly line configuration are considered, and the most suitable solution is then chosen by MODM methods.
Multiple Objective Decision Making methods can be divided into:
 axiomatic methods,  direct methods,  compromised methods,  threshold methods.
In this paper, threshold methods (ELECTRE III and AGREPREF), and one of direct methods (TOPSIS) will be described in details, used for solving the MODM problem of assembly line model configuration, their results will be compared and the conclusion from this comparison will be stated.
Comparison of these and many other MODM methods with their advantages and disadvantages can be found in [8] .
ELECTRE III method
ELECTRE III method is the part of ELECTRE methods, belonging to the group of threshold MODM methods. For using this method, 3 thresholds have to be defined for every criterion:
 preference threshold ,  indifference threshold ,  veto threshold .
This method tries to improve the imperfections of the previous ELECTRE methods (especially methods ELECTRE I and II). Closer description of ELECTRE group can be found in [9] .
Especially in the past decade, the method was used to solve a wide range of decision-making problems in various fields of real life. The main change from the older method of ELECTRE is the usage of pseudo-criteria rather than actual ones.
In [9] , binary relationship in ELECTRE III is considered as a fuzzy relation, since each binary relationship a R b requires the definition of the credibility index, which defines the strength of the claim "a outranks b (a R b). Let's define the index ρ (a R b). This index is defined using the two other indices of the method:  as the weight of the j-th criterion,  as the value of the j-th criterion,  , as the concordance index,  as the number of the criteria. Then:
where:
1, … , .
2. discordance index for every criterion: This index tells how much the criterion is discordant to an assertion a R b. It reaches a maximum value when the criterion is prohibiting the assertion and is minimized when the criterion is not inconsistent with this assertion. Index is evaluated in the following way:
Once these indices are defined, process continues with calculating the credibility indices for assertion a R b:
, , 2.
:
In (13), , is a set of criteria, for which the , > , . The results are written to the credibility matrix , . Set (13) of formulas says that if the concordance index is greater than discordance index for every criterion, the credibility index equals the value of concordance index. Otherwise, credibility index is calculated as the modification of concordance index on the basis of the second part of the formula (13) .
The next step is to use the results of the method ELECTRE III for the ordering of the alternatives. Final order Z is established by merging two partial orderings Z1 and Z2 (descending and ascending ordering).
The first step in ordering the alternatives is definition of the constant λ (A is the whole set of alternatives):
, ∊ , . It is also necessary to ensure that the results with high credibility level will be taken into account. Therefore, credibility border is defined. Subsequently, the matrix T is defined, filled with values:
The value of the s(λ) is relatively low generally, to ensure a high level of credibility.
The next step is to define the classification of each possible solution -Q (a), defined as the difference between the number of alternatives, to which the alternative a is outranking, from the alternatives, which outranks the alternatives a. In terms of T matrix, it is the difference between the sum of particular row and sum of particular column of T matrix. The set of alternatives with the largest value of Q is selected in the first distillation D1. If D1 contains only one alternative, the process is repeated with A / D1. If it contains more options, the process is repeated within the D1. The whole procedure runs until emptying of A.
Process of creating the ascending order is analogical, but within each distillation, the solution with minimal Q value is chosen.
TOPSIS method
TOPSIS method name was established as an abbreviation of the English short for Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution. As the acronym suggests, this method is based on sorting the possible solutions according to their distance from the ideal solution. Computational process of TOPSIS method is described in [7] .
The first step of TOPSIS method is to build a matrix X, which elements are calculated by multiplying the evaluation of every possible solution (matrix E) by every criterion, and the weight of particular criterion: * .
The number of criteria is defined as m. Combining maximum values from X for every criterion, vector of ideal object ( ) is created. On the contrary, vector of basal object ( ) is created by choosing minimum values of the particular criteria:
The next step is to quantify the Euclidean distance of each solution from the ideal ( ) and from basal ( ) object as:
The decisive factor determining the final order of the alternatives is the relative distance of each alternative from the ideal object (C) defined by the formula .
values are placed within the interval <0,1>. Possible solutions are sorted in the descending order, so the best alternative has its C value closest to1.
Usage of TOPSIS method in solving supplier selection MODM problem is the main part of the [10] .
AGREPREF method
According to [11] , AGREPREF method is based on an aggregation of partial preferences of particular solutions. Method uses two thresholds during ordering processindifference threshold and preference threshold. Indifference threshold α is defining the minimum sum of criteria weights, according to which two solutions (x, y) are indifferent, to consider whole x R y relation as indifferent. Preference threshold π represents the desired difference between the sum of the criteria weights, according to which the solution x is outranking solution y, and the sum of the weights according to which the solution y outranks solution x. Values of both thresholds are within the range <0, 1>.
In the ELECTRE methods, values of weights are integers. On the other hand, in the method AGREPREF, for each criterion is valid that the weight w 0 and also ∑ w 1. For each pair of alternatives x and y are calculated the amounts of weights of individual criteria for all situations that may arise:
3. x and y are indifferent
Then, three binary relations are defined:
Based on these relationships, incidence matrix A is created containing elements with values:
Subsequently, two evaluating characteristics are calculated. The first, which indicates the number of alternatives, before which the alternative x is preferred ( ) and the other, which indicates the number of alternatives, which outranks the alternative x ( ): 
The final evaluation is counted as the difference of these two characteristics.
Application possibility of AGREPREF method in increasing reliability of system components can be found in [12] .
SOLVING OPTIMAL ASSEMBLY LINE CONFIGURATION TASK BY MODM
In this part of paper, optimal assembly line configuration task is solved using methods described in previous chapter. Assembly line model installed in laboratory within DCAI consists of which are arranged in a series. The schema of the assembly line is shown in Fig. 
1.
Goal of this task is to find out, if it would be worth considering parallelization of critical posts of this assembly line, where overloads are slowing the fluency of the production process. For this purpose, simulation models of assembly lines configuration were constructed in MATLAB/Simulink environment for every considered configuration. Outputs from these models were used to calculate the inputs for the MODM process. Closer description of one of the Stateflow models can be found in [13] . Simulink model containing Stateflow block with configuration of one of the assembly line variants is displayed in Fig. 2 . All variants of possible assembly line configuration are displayed in Fig. 3 . Admission cost for the introduction of new workplace on post 3 is € 2,000, the cost of adding workplace on post 4 is € 11,000 and additional post 5 costs € 6,000. Each added workplace represents an additional effect on the environment.
5 members of our research group have dealt on 4 criteria that will be taken into account while solving this problem:
 C1: increase of the company's profit,  C2: minimizing overloads of the production line,  C3: the impact on the environment,  C4: the size of initial investment.
Every of these members had to define the importance of the individual criteria selected for decision-making. The results of this evaluation are in Table 1 : Subsequently, evaluation of all alternatives according to every criterion was created on the basis of the simulation results (10 simulations producing 100 products for every variant) and prices of additional components. Results of the evaluation are in Table 2 . 0 -100 scale for evaluating the suitability of all variants according to every criterion was established (0-minimum, 100-maximum).
Results of this evaluation can be seen in Table 3 : Table 3 Evaluation of every possible solution   C1  C2  C3  C4  V1  0  0  100  100  V2  15  11  75  89  V3  12  6  50  42  V4  32  31  25  32  V5 100 100 0 0
For definition of the optimal assembly line configuration, methods described in chapter 2 were used, results were compared and then the best alternative was chosen.
Whole decision-making process was realized by the application created in MATLAB simulating system. This application was designed to solve MODM problems from various fields, and is specialized for solving MODM problems via methods ELECTRE I -IV, TOPSIS and AGREPREF as well as for solving multi-criteria optimization tasks. Detail description of this application with focus on its multi-objective optimization part is written in [14] . In [15] , also the MODM part of the application is described.
RESULTS FROM MULTI-OBJECTIVE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
In this chapter, methodology defined in previous chapters is applied on solving MODM problem described in Chapter 3. Results from MODM process using 3 MODM methods are shown using tables and graphs.
Definition of criteria importance
To calculate the final weights of criteria, the experts' evaluation method was used. Final weights of particular criteria were calculated from criteria evaluation in Table 1 . Iterative process was repeated 31 times in order to define the final weights with sufficient precision. Iterative process was realized using MATLAB scripts. Final weights for TOPSIS and AGREPREF method are displayed in Table 4 : One of the requirements for ELECTRE methods is that the criteria weights must be defined as positive integers. For this reason, final weights for ELECTRE method were calculated from values in Table 4 , which were multiplied by 100 and rounded. Final weights for ELECTRE method are shown in Table 5 . 
Choosing the best alternative of assembly line configuration
For solving MODM problem of optimal assembly line configuration, three MODM threshold methods were used: ELECTRE III, TOPSIS and AGREPREF.
Solution using ELECTRE III method
In ELECTRE III method, final order of the alternatives is created from two partial orderings: top-bottom and bottom-top ordering. Final order is defined as a mean of the alternative place in both orderings. In the Table 6 , the evaluation of every alternative in both partial orderings is shown (lower evaluation = better alternative): Final ordering of ELECTRE III method is displayed in graph in Fig. 4 : 
Solution using TOPSIS method
In TOPSIS method, order of the alternatives is based on their relative distance from ideal and basal object. In the final calculation, the distance from basal object is divided by sum of distances from ideal and basal objects (formula 19). Thus, better alternatives obtained higher values of this coefficient. Results of the TOPSIS method are shown in 
Solution using AGREPREF method
Final evaluation of every alternative for the optimal assembly line configuration realized by AGREPREF method is counted as the difference between the number of alternatives outranked by particular solution and number of alternatives outranking this solution (formulas 25). Final evaluation of the alternatives is in Fig. 6 (higher evaluation = better alternative): 
Summarization
For final summarization, Table 7 with descending order (from best variant to the worst one) of variants for every MODM method is displayed: 
CONCLUSIONS
From the obtained results it is clear that the best alternative for the configuration of the assembly line is variant V5 with 2 parallel workstations on posts 3, 4 and 5. Although the highest initial investment is inevitable, it is the most time-saving and profit-maximizing alternative. This fact corresponds with the fact, that the most important criterion in MODM process was the C1: increase of the company's profit.
In the results depicted in Table 7 , small differences in the final order of possible solutions can be discovered. These differences are raised due to different mathematical background and algorithms of the MODM methods (in ELECTRE III and AGREPREF, final order of alternatives can be also affected by the threshold values). This is why more than one MODM method was used in resolving this problem, and only after the comparison of results calculated by all methods, the best alternative was chosen. If the results from various methods were more conflicting, approach for dealing with the results would have to be chosen. Emphasis of our future research will be given on these situations.
Process of MODM illustrated in this paper can be used in solving more complex issues dealing with configuration or design of assembly line, as well as for solving problems from other areas. 
